NATIONAL SYMBOLS

Flag  Shield  Anthem
The Republic of Cuba is formed by around 4,195 cays and islets and occupies an area of 110,922 km² and 1,200 km of extension. Due to the warm climate, its sea is ideal for bathing and diving.

It is made up of 15 provinces, 168 municipalities and the special municipality Isla de la Juventud. It has a population of more than 11,120,000 inhabitants. Cuba, the largest island in the Caribbean, welcomes you to enjoy all its benefits in a special way.

**SIGNIFICANT DATES**
May 1st: Workers Day
July 26th: Day of National Rebelliousness
October 10th: Beginning of the Independence Wars.

**TOCORORO**  National bird

**MARIPOSA**  National flower

**PALMA REAL**  National tree
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Villa Clara, a historical centenarian city right in the center of the island with warm beaches, and an endemic flora and fauna, unique attractions that gives to the visitor an authentic Cuban flavor.

Welcome to Villa Clara
Mainly a flat territory, decorated with the Guamuhaya mountain massif, it covers 8,412 square kilometers.

Here, you will have the chance to visit exclusive places such as San Juan de Los Remedios the eighth village founded in the 16th century; to sail the Hanabanilla lake waters, ideal for nature lovers, or to walk along the city of Santa Clara, where Che Guevara is remembered the most.

Three jewels of the Northern cays of the territory, attached to each other by a causeway, await the visitor with 17 kilometers of beaches in Las Brujas, Ensenachos and Santa María.

Excellent hotels located in urban and natural sceneries will allow you to enjoy this seductive tourist destination, where culture, roots, and identity mix to please the most demanding tastes.
THREE JEWEL

Las Brujas, Ensenachos y Cayo Santa María
Las Brujas, Ensenachos, and Santa María cays stand out among the capricious rosary of islets in the north of Villa Clara. It’s a paradise with incredible crystalline waters and a highly endemic flora and fauna.
They are linked to the village of Caibarién by a 48-kilometer causeway, which was awarded with the Alcantara Ibero-American International Prize, due to the harmonious combination of nature and engineering work in an area declared Biosphere Reserve.

**Las Brujas** is the first cay coming from mainland, with a marvelous two-kilometer-long beach, and boasts one the most beautiful coral reefs nationwide. The Marina Gaviota Las Brujas and a diving center with certified instructors by the ACUC International turn this resort into an ideal spot for water sports. It has also an airport for small and middle size aircrafts.
Los Ensenachos is the smallest cay (about 2 square kilometers). It has the best beaches (Los Ensenachos and El Mégano), with blue-greenish waters. Here you will be able to enjoy an almost absolute tranquility, surrounded by a virgin environment. The Hotel Occidental Royal Hideaway Ensenachos Resort & Spa gives to this resort a hallmark of exclusivity.
Their seabeds harbor twenty-four dive sites, which are ideal for underwater photography. The Marina Gaviota and its diving center offer excellent boat sailings with long tours in catamaran and immersions guided by professional divers.

Santa María It’s the largest cay and the last one crossing the Buenavista bay waters, and it’s also known as “La Rosa Blanca de los Jardines del Rey” (Jardines del Rey White Rose). Among its beaches stand out Perla Blanca, Las Caletas, Cañón, and Cuatro Punta, with stacks that enhance its beauty.
For a pleasant stay, full of comfort and a wide range of services and facilities, the resort has a hotel complex with 7,730 rooms.
Founded in 1689, the capital of Villa Clara treasures museums, old churches, and parks full of history and culture. It has witnessed three important battles and its children’s bravery in the liberation wars, the last of them under the command of the notable fighter Ernesto “Che” Guevara.
Several places of this city remind us the “Guerrillero Heroico” (the heroic guerrilla), hence it is also called the “city of Che”. It has a favorable geographical situation at the right center of the country, 267 kilometers from Havana, 74 from Cienfuegos, 207 from Varadero, and only 88 from Trinidad, World Heritage.
In this monument, Santa Clara guards zealously Che Guevara’s and his internationalist comrades’ remains, all of them fallen in combat or killed in Bolivia.

The Square, the Tribune, the Museum, and the Che Memorial were founded on December 28th, 1988, on the occasion of the 30th Anniversary of Santa Clara Battle led by Ernesto Che Guevara. The whole complex was designed by the architect Jorge Cao Campos and the sculptor José de Lázaro Bencomo (Delarra). The Che’s bronze statue rises up on a 16-meter-high pedestal (10 of them visible, stone-covered) and 6 meters of green marble on the base. The statue itself is 6.80 meters high and weighs 20 tons.

On October 7th, 2009, was inaugurated the mausoleum Frente de Las Villas, which honors and guards the remains of the combatants that fought as members of the Front of Las Villas, created in the Escambray, on October 16th, 1958, a mixed of the Column No. 8 Ciro Redondo, those of the Directorio Revolucionario (revolutionary directory), and the Movimiento 26 de Julio led by Víctor Bordón.

The complex offers varied services such as videos, scientific events, advice to searchers, political and cultural activities, plastic arts exhibitions, gatherings, talks, and lectures. This Museum-Memorial opens its doors from Tuesday to Sunday [9:30 am-4:00 pm], guides included, and the Mausoleum Frente de Las Villas, from 9:30 am to 4:00 pm. Free visits up to 8:00 pm.
ARMOURED TRAIN
The monument-museum reminds the armored train derailed by troops headed by Che, on December 29th, 1958.

The artistic conception of the monument belongs to José Delarra, who tried to represent, through five sculptural elements, the different actions that took place at that time.

The monument also includes four original wagons, photos, maps, sketches of the guerrilla positions, and an old bulldozer, which was useful in combat.
This park bears Leoncio Vidal Caro’s name, a notable Cuban fighter for the independence. When the village was founded in the 15th century, they decided to keep a space to join together the most important Spanish military and government institutions. So, this place was first known as Plaza de Armas. Over the years, the park has been the venue for several celebrations such as religious worships, trades, official activities, public parades, demonstrations, among others. Today the Vidal Park, declared National Monument, is the center of Santa Clara social and cultural life. The eclectic style prevails with some neoclassical style features. Nevertheless, the Santa Clara Libre hotel is a modern style building and the highest one in the city.
THE ARBOR

It was built in 1911 at the place chosen as center for the total restoration of the park in the first half of the 19th century. It remains a reserved space for the municipal band and favorite place to enjoy the Cuban danzón (national dance) every night.
Other attractions

**FOUNTAIN OF THE BOY WITH THE UNFORTUNATE BOOT**

It symbolizes the "drummer boys" who plays their instruments together with the fighters while the US Civil War. This sculpture is a bronze reconstruction of José Delarra inspired after the 1925 original, which was situated on this fountain to celebrate the 300th anniversary of the city foundation in 1989.

**MARTA ABRÉU STATUE**

Unveiled in 1924 in honor to this illustrious and charitable woman, this statue was paid with funds collected by the villagers and located where the bell tower of the Major Church previously stood up, straight to the Arbor and the Obelisk.

**THE OBELISK**

The villa first monument, it was inaugurated in 1886 to perpetuate the illustrious priests Juan Martín Conyedo and Francisco Hurtado de Mendoza.
The Nuestra Señora del Carmen church is the first Santa Clara symbol. One of the village founders, Juan Martín de Conyedo, opened this institution on July 16th, 1744, as an offering to the virgin and to celebrate the village foundation a day before. Some years later, a tamarind tree was planted in the south side of the church and all the villagers used to revere it.

In 1952, the Monument to the eighteen founding families was inaugurated, which are represented by eighteen columns bordering the tamarind tree. In 1991, the park was declared National Monument.

The tamarind tree is today one of our identity symbols, a legendary tree from which a newer tradition came up: “the planting of a tamarind tree”, held every July 15th to celebrate the villa foundation.
Declared National Monument in 1982, it is one of the neoclassical style trilogy theaters built in the second half of the 19th century in Cuba and currently preserved as architectural jewels.

Its investment rose up to 140,000 gold pesos and its project came up in 1883. Its construction was finished two years later under the supervision of the architect Herminio C. Leyva, from Holguín, another important Cuban city, in the place where formerly stood up La Candelaria chapel, across the Plaza de Armas (a square) of Santa Clara.

Prestigious Spanish and Cuban artist have stamped their mark on the refined decoration, in which the values of national and universal cultures are recognized.
A domestic building dated back from the second half of the 18th century, it’s considered the oldest one in the site. Its rooms, and the surrounding park and portal, keep the same initial structure.

Built in the early 20th century, it was formerly the government seat and where the Major General Máximo Gómez addressed to Santa Clara inhabitants in 1899 while his stay in the region, and so did Fidel Castro in 1959. It was also the first place of the posthumous homage to Che and his comrades when their remains arrived at Santa Clara.
Created as a simple meeting premises for bohemian friends and intellectual people in 1984, El Mejunje is now a multipurpose and a convention-free cultural center, located at the right heart of the city. Settled on an ancient hotel ruins, its sui generis magic consists in the spanning metamorphosis: from disc music to the Cuban trova; from bolero to rock; from jazz to impression.

Here, the visitor can find an everyday varied cultural planning. There’s a steady theater group led by its creator, actor, and culture promoter Ramón Silveiro. A theater hall, a café, and an art gallery complete this cultural oasis where the visitor will have a good time.
Health and leisure are in perfect harmony in the Elguea Thermal Center, considered one of the most important in Latin America. Its hotel, which bears the same name, is a modernly equipped building where beauty cares and quality of life improvement services are offered, by using medicinal-mineral waters and mud-therapy.

Its medicinal-mineral waters are a real source of health, due to their chemical composition.
It’s the only intra-mountain lake in Cuba, and is located in a large valley in the middle of Guamuhaya mountain massif. Its name is an aboriginal word meaning “little golden basket”.

Ideal for practicing specialized photography, sport fishing, hiking, bird watching, enjoying the great variety of endemic plants, among others, this paradisiac place was declared Natural Protected Landscape.

Its offers are, among others, El Nicho hiking, through the mountains, falls, and Hanabanilla River, a real wonder for tourists.

The Hanabanilla Hotel, with 125 rooms, gives you the opportunity to enjoy these unique natural attractions.
ANILLA
Just a half hour way from Santa Clara, the eighth villa founded by Spaniards, in 1515, seems to be stuck in the time. San Juan de los Remedios treasures a well-preserved historical center, which has its starting point at the today José Martí square, formerly known as Parochial Square and Isabel II.

It’s the only village with two churches in Cuba: Nuestra Señora del Buen Viaje and the Major Parochial Church.
More than 500 years of history

Building dating back those times are conserved, like the house of the Alférez Real and Las Arcadas. Wide halls, wrought iron grilles, and big eaves on singular wood corbels which protect the travelers from the sun are abundant.
San Juan de los Remedios is popularly known for its incomparable Parrandas, a legendary cultural event that takes place every December 24th since 1820.

Because of its antiquity, historical trajectory, unalterable beauty and above all for its significance for the remediano people and for Cuba, they have been declared as a national holiday.

The parrandas face the inhabitants of the neighborhoods of Carmen and San Salvador, with the Gavilán and the Gallo as emblems. A whole year will keep secret the reasons.
for their jobs squares and secretly design their floats and lanterns to surprise each other on the day of opening and win the favor of the remedianos.

Their neighbors then become fraternal contenders and the flags of both sides are raised in front of the cortege and accompanying the congas.

A tradition so ingrained could not stop having its Museum, where they are treasured with zeal and love a graphic and physical representation of all the party elements.

The festivities attract hundreds of Cubans and foreigners each year for the sight of their floats, the unmistakable sound of the trumpet and the sweeping pace of changüí, which under the fireworks adorn a city that does not sleep.
It’s one of the most significant churches in Cuba. Its currently tower, of neoclassical style, was erected from 1848 to 1858 by the French architect Louis Rolland.

The temple reaches out its distinguished beauty in the 18th century, when the rich landowner Eutimio Falla Bonet paid its definitive restoration. The altarpiece and its golden lamination, which extend to the lateral altars, together with the catholic pictures and the decorated gabled roofs, constitute its main attractions.
The Parque Martí in Remedios is the center of this legendary town. All urban constructions in the town began in this place. It hosts buildings recalling those times, such as the houses of the Alférez Real, the Rojas family, the Lobatón family, Pangua, among others. The silhouettes of the bell towers at the San Juan Bautista Major Parochial Church and the Buen Viaje Church stand out in this square. Both churches are placed on both sides of the square, an exceptional case in the country.

Remedios hosts the house-museum where the composer and judge Alejandro García Caturla was born. Violins, scores, musical instruments and photos, as well as all his belongings, are found in this museum in such a careful and preserved way that they seem as not part of the memories but of the life itself.

Caturla was awarded in Cuba, France and Spain and known in the western hemisphere for his elegance in the piano and expertise in the saxophone, the clarinet, the percussion, the violin and the viola. His most important works are Tres danzas cubanas, for a symphonic orchestra, and Obertura cubana.
HOTEL "E" CAMINO DEL PRÍNCIPE
Dirección: Camilo Cienfuegos e/ Montalván y Alejandro del Río.
Teléfono: (5342) 39 5144/45

HOTEL "E" REAL
Dirección: Camilo Cienfuegos e/ Andrés del Río y Alejandro del Río.
Teléfono: (5342) 39 5144/45

HOTEL E CENTRAL
Parque Vidal No 3 e/ Marta Abreu y Tristá. Santa Clara. Villa Clara
Tel. (5342) 224390
Recepción1@america.vcl.tur.cu

HOTEL IBEROSTAR ENSENACHOS
Cayo Ensenachos, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350300
jventas@ensenachos.co.cu

HOTEL MELIÁ BUENAVIDA ALL INCLUSIVE ROYAL
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350700
jefe.reservas.csm@meliaclub.com

HOTEL MELIÁ LAS DUNAS
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350100 jere.
reservas.mld@meliaclub.com

HOTEL MELIÁ CAYO SANTA MARÍA
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350500
reservas1.csm@meliaclub.com

HOTEL PLAYA CAYO SANTA MARÍA
Cayo Santamaría, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350800
jefeventas@playacayosantamaria.co.cu

HOTEL OCEAN CASA DEL MAR
Tel: (5342) 350850
Jefe.comercial@oceancasadelmar
HOTEL DHAWA CAYO SANTA MARÍA
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350893
jefe.reservas@dhawa.co.cu

HOTEL PLAYA CAYO SANTA MARÍA
Cayo Santamaría, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350800 jefe.ventas@playacayosantamaria.co.cu

HOTEL MEMORIES PARAÍSO AZUL / BLUE DIAMOND
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350600 jefe.ventas@memoriesparaisoazul.co.cu

ROYALTON BLUE DIAMOND MEMORIES
BLUE DIAMOND MEMORIES Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350900
jefe.ventas@memoriespara.co.cu

GOLDEN TULIP AGUAS CLARAS
CAYO SANTA MARÍA Tel: (5342) 350016
reservas@eurostarscayosantamaria.co.cu

VALENTÍN PERLA BLANCA(+18)
Tel: (53 42) 350621
jefe.reservas@valentinhotelscayosantamaria.co.cu

HOTEL SOL CAYO SANTA MARÍA
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350200

HOTEL VILLA LAS BRUJAS
Cayo Las Brujas, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350199 director@villa.lasbrujas.co.cu

HOTEL STARFISH CAYO SANTA MARÍA
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara
Tel: (5342) 350400
jefe.reservas@cayosantamaria.co.cu

HOTEL WARWICK CAYO SANTA MARÍA
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara
Tel: (5342) 350630
jefe.ventas@warwickcayosantamaria.co.cu

HOTEL SERCOTEL
Cayo Las Brujas. Caibarién .Villa Clara
Tel. (53)42350840
director.adjunto@sercotelcsm.co.cu

HOTEL “E” BARCELONA
Tel: (5342) 395144
reservas@mascotte.vcl.cyt.cu

HOTEL “E” MASCOTTE
Máximo Gómez No. 114, Remedios.
Tel: (5342) 395144 / 395467
reservas@mascotte.vcl.cyt.cu

HOTEL LOS CANEYES
Eucaliptos y Circunvalación, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 218140 / 204513
reservas@caneyes.hor.tur.cu

HOTEL VILLA LA GRANJITA
Carretera de Malezas, km. 2 1/2, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 218190-49
reserva@granjita.vcl.tur.cu

HOTEL AMÉRICA
Calle Mujica No. 9 e/ Colón y Maceo, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 201585 (Recepción), 204513 (Reserva)
comercial@caneyes.vcl.tur.cu

HOTEL HANABANILLA
Salto Hanabanilla, Manicaragua.
Tel: (5342) 208462 200630
director@hanabanilla.vcl.tur.cu

HOTEL SANTA CLARA LIBRE
Parque Leoncio Vidal No. 6 e/ Tristá y P. Chao, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 207548 207548
buro.islazulvc@vcl.tur.cu

HOTEL ELGUEA
Corralito.
Tel: (5342) 686292
buro.islazulvc@vcl.tur.cu
WHERE TO EAT?

LA CONCHA RESTAURANT
Carretera Central esq. a Danielito, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 218124

GASTRONOMIC COMPLEX EL GUIJE
Calle 1ra e/ San Cristóbal y Ave Sandino
Teléfono: (5342) 209909

VILLA GRANJITA HOTEL
Carretera Maleza, km. 2 1/2, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 218190-91
reserva@granjita.vcl.tur.cu

LA ARBOLEDA RESTAURANT
Hotel Villa La Granjita, Carretera Maleza, km. 2 1/2, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 218190
reserva@granjita.vcl.tur.cu

MASCOTTE RESTAURANT
Todos los días de 7:30 a.m-10:00 a.m./
12:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m./
7:00 p.m-10:00 p.m.
Hotel "E" Mascotte,
Máximo Gómez No.114, Remedios.
Tel: (5342) 395144 / 395467

CUBAN AND INTERNATIONAL CUISINE
LA CIMA RESTAURANT
Todos los días de 2:00 m.-2:30 p.m./ 7:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Hotel Santa Clara Libre, Parque Vidal, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 207548
buro.islaazulvc@vcl.tur.cu

LOS TAINOS RESTAURANT
Everyday opening
7:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m./ 12:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m./ 6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Hotel Los Caneyes, Avenida Eucaliptos y Circunvalación, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 218140/ 204513

LA ESQUINA DEL HOME
Calle Prolongación de San Miguel. e/1ra y Río Santa Clara

ITALIAN FOOD
DINO´S PIZZA SALÓN JUVENIL
Marta Abreu esq. a Villuendas, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 200974

DINO´S PIZZA VILLA NOUVA
Ave. 9 esq. a 10, Caibarién. Tel: (5342) 351085
WHERE TO EAT?

LIGHT FOOD

FONDA AVE MARÍA
Hotel “E” Mascotte,
Calle Máximo Gómez No. 114,
Remedios.
Tel: (5342) 395144 / 395467

LA RUINA
Calle 6 esq. a 11, Caibarién.
Tel: (5342) 363686
reservas@caneyes.hor.tur.cu

SANTA ROSALIA CULTURAL-
GATRONOMIC COMPLEX
(5342) 395599

PARADOR DE CARRETERAS 259
Tel: 259218410

SANTA CLARA HOTEL
Vidal Park, Santa Clara
Tel: (5342) 207548 buro.
isazulvc@vcl.tur.cu

EUROPE CAFETERIA
Calle Independencia esq. a Luis
Estévez, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 216350

EL LOUVRE CAFETERIA
Especialidad: Ponche
a la parroquia.
Calle Máximo Gómez
No. 122 e/ Pi Margall
e Independencia,
Remedios.
Tel: (5342) 395639

LA ESQUINA DEL HOME
Calle Prolongación de San Miguel
e/ 1ra. y Río, Santa Clara.

TOPO RE STUARANT
Everyday opening 12:00 M-2:30
PM/7:00 PM-9:30 PM
RANCHÓN ROADHOUSE 259
National Highway km. 259,
Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 218410

VILLA BLANCA
Avenida 9 esq. a 18, Caibarién.
Tel: (5342) 363305

MALECÓN
Malecón Caibarién e/ 4ta. y 5ta., Caibarién.

GRAN REY CAFETERIA
Calle Martí No. 54 e/ Céspedes y Carmen Rivalta,
Sagua La Grande.
Tel: (5342) 664694

CAFÉ PARQUE
Carretera Central esq. a 1ra. del Oeste, Placetas.

Tel: (5342) 882616

CINEMA
Calle Independencia esq. a General Naya, Camajuaní.
Tel: (5342) 481792

FOUR CORNERS CAFETERIA
Cuatro Esquinas, Manicaragua.
Tel: (5342) 492225

ICE-CREAM PARLOR
Calle Independencia esq. a Lorda, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 226399.

SNACK BAR DON ANTONIO
Calle Independencia, e/ Maceo y Unión, Santa Clara.

CULTURAL-GASTRONOMIC COMPLEX SANTA ROSALIA
(5342) 395599
SPORT CLUB EL GÜIJE
Calle Independencia esq. a Maceo, Remedios. Tel: (5342) 363305

BAR CLUB BOULEVARD
Calle Independencia No. 225 e/ Maceo y Unión, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 216236

CENTRO CULTURAL EL MEJUNJE
Calle Marta Abreu, entre Juan Bruno Zayas y A. Lubián, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 282572

CASA DE LA TROVA WIFREDO LAM
Callejón de la Plaza e/ Céspedes y Rivalta, Sagua la Grande. Tel: (5342) 663868

EL BOSQUE
Carretera Central esq. a Calle 1ra., Vigía, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 204444

SALA DE FIESTAS HAVANA CLUB
Hotel Villa La Granjita, Carretera Maleza, km. 2 1/2, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 218190

SALA DE FIESTAS SONGA CLUB
Hotel Los Caneyes, Ave. Los Eucaliptos y Circunvalación, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 218140 / 204513

CABARET EL CACIQUE
Hotel Los Caneyes, Ave. Los Eucaliptos y Circunvalación, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 218140 / 204513

BAR EL PARRANDERO
Calle Balmaceda e/ Máximo Gómez y Raúl Capablanca, Remedios.

PLAZAS HOTELERAS LA ESTRELLA, LAS DUNAS, LAS TERRAZAS
Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara. Tel: (5342) 350400 / 350205
CUBO DE LUZ.: Prolongación Marta Abreu y Carretera Caneyes.
LA ISLA
Tienda especializada
Colón e/ San Cristóbal y Parque Vidal, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 209152

LOS CANEYES
Tienda mixta
Hotel Los Caneyes, Avenida Los Eucaliptos y Circunvalación, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 218140 / 204513

LA GRANJITA
Tienda mixta
Hotel Villa La Granjita, Carretera Maleza, km. 2 1/2, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 202263

BAZAR
Tienda mixta
Colón esq. a San Cristóbal, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 209152

MI ILUSIÓN
Tienda mixta
Colón e/ San Cristóbal y Parque Vidal, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 214397

FONDO DE BIENES CULTURALES
Tienda especializada
Luis Estévez e/ Parque Vidal y Boulevard, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 208480

CACIQUE
Tienda mixta
Hotel Meliá Las Dunas, Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350114

BAZAR ARTEX
Tienda especializada
Carretera Central y Carretera a Los Caneyes, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 206505

COBO
Tienda mixta
Hotel Sol Cayo Santa María, Cayo Santa María, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350233

CASA CUBA
Tienda mixta
Hotel Iberostar Ensenachos, Cayo Ensenachos, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350333

JOYERÍA ILUSIÓN
Tienda especializada
Hotel Iberostar Ensenachos, Cayo Ensenachos, Cayería noreste de Villa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 350333

EL ELEGANTE
Tienda mixta
Cuba e/ Rafael Tristá y San Cristóbal, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 210378

SANTA ROSALÍA
Tel: (5342) 395599
La Veguita

TIENDA ESPECIALIZADA
TABACO - RON - CAFÉ

LA VEGUITA
Cigar-coffee-rum specialized stored
Calle Maceo e/ Julio Jover y Berenguer, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 208952
Horarios: Lunes a sábado
(9:00am-7:00pm)
Domingos:
(9:00am-2:00pm)

LA EMINENCIA
Specialized store in cigar
Iberostar Ensenachos Hotel,
Ensenachos Cay, Villa Clara
Northeastern Cays.
Tel: (5342) 350333

HORARIO DE SERVICIO

Lunes a Sábado
09:00 am - 7:00 pm
Domingo
11:00 am - 4:00 pm
COMPLEJO DEPORTIVO SALA EDUARDO GARCÍA LAVANDERO
Central #80 e/ Amparo y Jesús Menéndez
Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 205033

ESTADIO DE BÉISBOL AUGUSTO CÉSAR SANDINO
Ave. Sandino y 6ta., Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 224831

SALA POLIVALENTE AMISTAD CIUDAD ESCOLAR
Rpto. Abel Santamaría, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 206737

ESTADIO DE BÉISBOL INFANTIL “NATILLA JIMÉNEZ”
Reparto Sandino.

COMBINADO DEPORTIVO AURELIO YANET
Carretera de Camajuaní, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 208885

COMBINADO ESCOLAR DEPORTIVO
Calle Maceo e/ Síndico y Caridad, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 204950

ESTADIO MUNICIPAL 26 DE JULIO
Calle San Cristóbal e/ A y B, Reparto Bengochea, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 216200
MUSEUMS

MUSEO DE ARTES DECORATIVAS
Marta Abreu esq. a Luis Estévez. Tel: (5342) 205368

MUSEO DE LAS PARRANDAS REMEDIANAS
Máximo Gómez No. 71 e/ Andrés del Río y Alejandro del Río, Remedios. Tel: (5342) 395448

MUSEO PROVINCIAL
Complejo Abel Santamaría, Edificio Principal, Rpto. Osvaldo Herrera, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 203041

CASA MUSEO
ALEJANDRO GARCÍA CATURLA
Camilo Cienfuegos No. 5, Remedios. Tel: (5342) 396857

MUSEO DE HISTORIA
Maceo No. 56, Remedios.
THEATERS

TEATRO LA CARIDAD
Parque Vidal e/ Lorda y Máximo Gómez, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 205548

TEATRO RUBÉN MARTÍNEZ VILLENA
Camilo Cienfuegos No. 30, Remedios.
Tel: (5342) 395364

GRUPO GUIÑOL RABINDRANATH TAGORE
Calle Alejandro del Río No. 60, Remedios.
Tel: (5342) 395509

GRUPO TEATRO ESCAMBRAY
La Macagua, La Campana, Manicaragua.
Tel: (5342) 499193

TEATRO LABORATORIO
Calle Marta Abreu y Juan Bruno Zayas, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 206898

SALA GUIÑOL
Calle Marta Abreu No. 12, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 207860
ART GALLERIES
AND BOOKSTORES

LIBRERÍAS ARTEX,
DELFIN SEN CEDRÉ
Independencia No. 106 e/ Luis
Estévez y Plácido, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 201388

PEPE MEDINA
Parque Vidal e/ Mujica y
Gloria, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 205965

LIBRERÍA CAPITÁN SAN
LUIS “Memorial Che Guevara”
Complejo Escultórico Ernesto
Che Guevara, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 208999

BIBLIOTECA PÚBLICA JOSÉ MARTÍ
Parque Vidal No. 6 e/ Rolando
Pardo y Gloria, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 206222
Luis Estévez e/ Céspedes
e Independencia, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 20848048

Galería de Arte Provincial
Máximo Gómez e/ Marta
Abreu e Independencia, Santa
Clara. Tel: (5342) 207715

Galería de arte “Carlos Enríquez”
Calle Balmaseda No. 2
Independencia esq. a
Zayas, Santa Clara.

Galería Cubanica del Fondo
Cubano de Bienes Culturales
Cubano de Bienes Culturales

Galería Pórtico
de la Asociación
Hermanos Saíz
Independencia e/ Luis Estévez
y Callejón de Plácido,
Santa Clara.

Galería de la Unión Nacional
de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba
Máximo Gómez, e/ Martí
y Julio Jover, Santa Clara.

Galería de la Asociación Cubana
de Artesanos y Artistas
Maceo e/ Independencia y Céspedes
CONSULTA MÉDICA
Clínica Internacional. Caibarién.
Cayo Santa María
Tel: (5342)350310

HOSPITAL PROVINCIAL
Universitario Arnaldo Milián Castro
Avenida “Arnaldo Milián Castro” e/
Circunvalación y Doble Vía
Tel: (5342) 270000

HOSPITAL PEDIÁTRICO
José Luis Miranda
Avenida 26 de julio y 1ra.Reparto
Escambray.
Tel: (5342) 270604-270000

SUCURSAL DE SERVICIOS MÉDICOS
Internacionales de Villa Clara
Calle Colón No. 106 e/ San Miguel y Candelaria
Tel: (5342) 224173

Round-the-clock specialized medical care
Cuba is distinguished by its singular religion diversity, though none of them is predominant. The most important religious beliefs are considered as secular, and they consequence of miscegenation and the cultural amalgam that gave rise to the Cuban nation.

**RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS AND FRATERNAL ASSOCIATIONS**

*Cuba is distinguished by its singular religion diversity, though none of them is predominant. The most important religious beliefs are considered as secular, and they consequence of miscegenation and the cultural amalgam that gave rise to the Cuban nation.*

**Nuestra Señora del Carmen**
Iglesia Católica.
Ave. Máximo Gómez e/ San Pablo y Coyendo, Santa Clara.

**Nuestra Señora del Buen Viaje**
Iglesia Católica.
Calle Unión e/ Buen Viaje y Gloria.

**Iglesia Presbiteriana Reformada**
Ave. 13 No. 1014, Remedios.

**Cementerio Judío y Monumento al Holocausto**
Comunidad Hebræa,
Sirios, Santa Clara.

**Cabildo de San Lázaro**
Cultos de origen africano. 10 de octubre, Ranchuelo.

**Logia Progreso**
Masonería.
Juan Bruno Zayas No. 1 e/ San Cristóbal y Tristá, Santa Clara.

**Iglesia Bautista**
Tristá No. 64 e/ Juan Bruno Zayas y Villuendas, Santa Clara.

**La Catedral**
Iglesia Católica.
Marta Abreu e/ Alemán y Padre Chao, Santa Clara.

**La Divina Pastora**
Iglesia Católica.
Cuba e/ P. Morales y Pastora, Santa Clara.

**Parroquial Mayor**
Iglesia Católica.
Camilo Cienfuegos No. 20, Remedios.

**Cabildo de Santa Bárbara**
Cultos de origen africano.
Villa Alegre, Sagua la Grande.
Would you like to know Villa Clara, its nature, history, culture, and traditions?
Contact our representatives in our tourist destination travel agencies.

ECOTUR
Tel: (5342) 201598
Lobby Santa Clara Hotel Parque Leoncio Vidal No. 6
ventas.vcl@var.ecotur.tur.cu

GAVIOTUR
Tel: (5342) 201515

Havanatur
Máximo Gómez e/ Independencia y Alfredo Barreras, Santa Clara. Tel:
(5342) 204001-02muniz@havanatur.cu
Ave 9 e/ 8 y 10, Caibarién.
Tel: (5342) 351171 jaramillo@havanatur.cu

VIAJES CUBANACÁN
Colón No. 101 esq. a Candelaria, Santa Clara.
Tel: (5342) 205189 comercial@viajes.vcl.tur.cu

CUBATUR
Marta Abreu
Tel: (5342)208980
The Republic of Cuba General Customs is a control organ, which guarantees the security and protection of the Cuban society and the national economy, as well as tax collection and foreign trade statistics.

In its website, www.aduana.co.cu, you will find updated regulations and stipulations announced by Customs and other organizations, which are linked to import-export goods carried by travelers. Before arriving in Cuba, consult its website and you will find the necessary Customs Regulations.
TRANSPORTATION

Punto de Renta TRISTÁ Y AMPARO SANTA CLARA
(5342) 202020

Punto Renta AUSA SANTA CLARA
(5342) 201377

Punto de Renta REMEDIOS
(5342)395555/ 395656

Punto de Renta CAIBARIÉN TRANSTUR
(5342) 351960

Punto de Renta AEROPUERTO LAS BRUJAS (5342) 350009

Puesto de Mando TRANSGAVIOTA
(5342) 350084

Punto de Renta HOTEL MELIÁ SANTA MARÍA (5342) 350532

Punto de Renta HOTEL SOL SANTA MARÍA
(5342) 350232

Punto de Renta CAIBARIÉN Transgaviota
(5342) 351622

Punto de Renta HOTEL IBEROSTAR ENSENACHOS
(5342) 350300

Punto de Renta REX AEROPUERTO INTERNACIONAL TRANSTUR
(5342)209118

Punto de Renta TRANSGAVIOTA AEROPUERTO ABEL SANTA MARÍA
(5342) 209138
CUBANACÁN EXPRESS S.A.
All kinds of mails, custom rules, temporary stays, and travel services.
Danielito e/ Central y Tristá, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 214276

DHL-CUBAPOST
Leader Agency in express service
Home delivery, courier service, and parcel posts. Cuba No. 7 e/ Parque Vidal y San Cristóbal, Santa Clara. Tel: (5342) 214069

COURIER SERVICE

CASH CADECA

SANTA CLARA
Cuba No. 2 esq. Tristá.

Edificio 12 plantas, Ave. Sandino, e/. 3ra y 4ta, Bengochea.

7ma y Prolongación de Colón,
Zona Hospitalaria.

Aeropuerto Internacional
Abel Santamaría Cuadrado,
Carretera de Maleza Km. 11.

CAMAJUANÍ
Joaquín Paneca No. 34 e/ Camilo Cienfuegos y José Martí.

REMEDIOS
Calle Máximo Gómez No. 77 e/
Alejandro del Río y Balmaceda.
CAIBARIÉN

Hotel Iberostar Ensenachos
Hotel Meliá Buenavista
Hotel Meliá Las Dunas
Hotel Meliá Cayo Santa María
Hotel Playa Cayo Santa María

Royalton Blue Diamond Memories
Hotel Memories Paraíso Azul / Blue Diamond
Eurostar Cayo Santa María
Valentín Perla Blanca
Hotel Sol Cayo Santa María
Hotel Villa Las Brujas

SANTA CLARA

Vigía Sur Ave. de Martha 606-A.
Cuba No. 101 esq. a Candelaria.
Luis Estévez No. 6 e/ Céspedes y Boulevard.
Máximo Gómez e/ Independencia y Martí.
Luis Estévez esq. a Céspedes.
Tristá No. 107 e/ Zayas y Lubián.
Cuba e/ Tristá y San Cristóbal.
Tristá No. 365 e/ San Pedro y Virtudes.
Barcelona No. 603 e/ Cuba y Colón.
PINAR DEL RÍO
www.pinar-del-rio.travel
Hotel Vueltabajo, Martí # 103
esq. Rafael Morales, Pinar del Río.
Tel.: (53) 48 72 86 16.
Viñales. Calle Salvador Cisneros.
Viñales. Tel.: (53 48) 796 263
Las Barrigonas. km.120 Autopista Nacional, Consolación del Sur.
Tel.: (53) 48 77 80 27

LA HABANA
www.lahabana.travel
Habana Vieja.
Obispo # 524 e/ Bermaza y Villegas.
Tel.: (53) 7 866 33 33.
Terminal de Cruceros. Avenida del Puerto
Plaza. Hotel Habana Libre, Vedado
Tel.: (53) 7 832 92 88.
Playa. Ave. 5ta y 112, Miramar.
Tel.: (53) 7 204 70 36.
Playas del Este.
Guarabito, Ave 5ta e/ 468 y 470
Tel.: (53) 7 796 68 68.
Santa María, Ave. Las Terrazas y calle 10
Tel.: (53) 7 796 11 11
Aeropuerto Internacional “Jasí Martí”
Tel.: (53) 7 642 61 01. Terminal 2 y 3.
Expocuba. Pabellón de Turismo
Tel.: (53) 7 697 43 96 / 697
4397

CIEGO DE ÁVILA
www.jardinesdelrey.travel
Ciego. Honrado del Castillo, Edificio 12 Pisos
Tel.: (53) 33 20 91 09.
Centro Comercial “La Gaviota”.
Cayo Coco, Jardines del Rey.
Tel.: (53) 33 30 10 01
Aeropuerto Internacional “Jardines del Rey”.
Cayo Coco.
Tel.: (53) 33 30 91 09

SANTI SPIRITUS
www.trinidaddecuba.travel
Trinidad. Gustavo Izquierdo (Gloria), e/ Pío Ginart (Boca) y Simón Bolívar (Desengaño).
Tel.: (53) 41 99 82 58.

SANCTI SPIRITUS
www.trinidaddecuba.travel
Trinidad. Gustavo Izquierdo (Gloria), e/ Pío Ginart (Boca) y Simón Bolívar (Desengaño).
Tel.: (53) 41 99 82 58.

VILLA CLARA
www.villaclara.travel
Santa Clara. Calle Cuba #66
/Candelaria y San Cristóbal.
Tel.: (53) 42 20 13 52 / 22
7557
Aeropuerto Internacional
“Abel Santamaría”
Carretera a Maleza km 11 Sta Clara.
Llegada Tel.: (53) 42 21 03 86
Salida Tel.: (53) 42 21 03 61

MATANZAS
www.varadero.travel
Varadero.
Ave. 1ra y calle 13.
Tel.: (53) 45 66 29 61 / 66 29 66.
Plaza América.
Aeropuerto Internacional “Juan G. Gómez”.
Tel.: (53) 45 24 70 15 ext. 2564
Península de Zapata. Boca de Guamá
CAMAGÜEY
www.camaguey.travel
Bulevar. Ignacio Agramonte, Galería e/l los cines Encanto y Casa Blanca
Tel.: (53 32) 25 6794
Aeropuerto Internacional “Ignacio Agramonte”.
Ave. Finlay Km 7 ½
Tel.: (53 32) 26 5807 / 26 5805

GRANMA
www.granma.travel
Tel.: (53 23) 423468
Manzanillo. Calle Maceo, # 75 e/ Merchán y José Miguel Gómez,
Teléfono: (53 23) 574412
Aeropuerto Internacional “Sierra Maestra”.
Tel.: (53 23) 57 4434

LAS TUNAS
www.tunas.travel
Parque Vicente García.
Francisco Varona 298
Tel.: (53 31) 37 2717 / 37 1512
Ranchón La Rotonda.
Circunvalación Sur. Salida a Holguín.
Tel.: (53 31) 37 4600

SANTIAGO DE CUBA
www.santiagodecuba.travel
No. 562
Tel.: (53 22) 68 6068.
VIÁZUL Terminal de Trenes.
Avenida Martí y la Alameda
Aeropuerto Internacional “Antonio Maceo”.
Tel.: (53 22) 69 2099/69 8864.

HOLGUÍN
www.holguin.travel
Pico Cristal. Calle Libertad.
Tel.: (53 24) 42 5013.
Guardalavaca. Lobby de la Sección Bungalow del Hotel Club Amigo Atlántico.
Aeropuerto Internacional “Frank País”.
Carretera Central Vía Bayamo Km. 11 ½.
Tel.: (53 24) 47 2026

GUANTÁNAMO
www.baracoa.travel
Guantánamo.
Calle Calixto García e/ Flor Crombet y Emilio Giró.
Tel.: (53 21) 35 1993
Baracoa. Calle Maceo # 129 a, entre Frank País y Maraví.
Tel.: (53 21) 64 1781 / 82
The public telephone system facilitates calls using ATM cards, which are sold in hotels, information offices (infotur), and other tourist centers for different prices depending on the client’s funds. The hotels also offer international and national calls from reception desk or even from the rooms, with no operator’s service.

**INTERNATIONAL CALLS**
If you want to call from Cuba abroad you should dial 119 [Cuba out-number], next the other country phone code, and then the intended number.

**CALLS TO CUBA**
To call to Cuba you should dial your country out-number, next 53 [Cuba phone code], then the province code, and finally the intended number.

**CALLS TO THE PROVINCES (IN CUBA)**
The proceeding here is simple: from Villa Clara, you should dial 01, next the other province code, and then the intended number. To call to Havana you should only dial 07 and then the intended number.

**Phone Codes:**
- Pinar del Río: 48
- La Habana: 7
- Artemisa: 47
- Mayabeque: 47
- Matanzas: 45
- Cienfuegos: 43
- Villa Clara: 42
- Sancti Spíritus: 41
- Ciego de Ávila: 33
- Camagüey: 32
- Isla de la Juventud: 46
- Las Tunas: 31
- Holguín: 24
- Granma: 23
- Stgo de Cuba: 22
- Guantánamo: 21
MAPA SAGUA LA GRANDE
With offices in all provinces of the country, Infotur puts at your disposal information updated touristic Cuba.

National Office of Tourist Information
Calle 28 No. 303 e/ 3ra y Sta., Miramar, Playa. La Habana. Cuba

Services we provide
Print and digital media free to help you choose the best offers for your enjoyment
Sales of maps, guides thematic, among other services

CUBA, AN UNIQUE DESTINATION TO DISCOVER
COME AND LIVE THE EXPERIENCE

www.cuba.travel / www.villaclara.travel